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Abstract— This paper is specially designed to describe the
working prototype of the online college stationery website.
This website’s front end and back end is developed with help
of the wix. Our website consist of the following pages i.e.
Home, Shop, Sell, Contact and about us. So the home page
consists of the featured products which are highly
recommended. In shop page user can easily buy products. In
sell page first the user have to login if they are already
registered otherwise they have to signup first and then log in
and then they have to fill the form for selling their product.
Contact page consist of our contact details and opening and
closing time of the shop and in about page it consist all
information of our background. We accept all online
payments i.e. Credit /Debit and also offline payments i.e.
Cash on delivery.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Every college needs stationery products to carry out the day
to day activities. Which involves the use of various stationery
product such as registers, files, pens every college needs
stationery products to carry out the day to day activities.
Which involves the use of various stationery product such as
registers, files, pens, printing papers, eraser, pencils, markers
and many other things.
So our concept is to develop such a website which
will manage all the stationary related activity using wix.
This website is specifically designed for diploma
colleges where all the stationary products related to diploma
course can be selled and buyed. The stationary products will
be displayed according to the branch, year of course the
student belongs to. If the user wants to buy the stationary, the
user has to select the branch and semester the user belongs to
according to that the stationary will be sorted and displayed
to the user. There will be another option for the user while
choosing the semester whether the user wants to buy Firsthand stationary or Second-hand stationary. If any of the
stationary product is not available, it will display that the
product is out of stock on that particular stationary product. If
the user buys new stationary the user can return the stationary
at the end of the of the course. If the condition of the
stationary is good the user can get a money back of 60% 70% money back guarantee. The user can also donate their
stationary. While buying the stationary products all the
information related to that particular product such as the
price, manufacturer etc. If the user wants to buy the a
particular stationary product the user will have to enter his
personal details such as Name, Address, Mobile number,
Email id and the way of payment. If the user wants to sell any
of the stationary products the user has to enter his own details
as well as the product details. The admin will get notification
on the admin panel that the user wants to sell a particular
stationary product with all the information, if the admin
confirms the request the product will be displayed on the

website by the admin. Printing papers, eraser, pencils,
markers and many other things.
So our concept is to develop such a website which
will manage all the stationary related activity using wix.
II. WORKING
When a student visits the website the student will be able to
see all the required stationary on the website. If the students
wants to buy a particular stationary he has to select on that
stationary , Once selected all the information about that
stationary, it also displays whether it is in stock or not . Once
the students selects the add to cart option the particular
stationary will be added to the cart. The students then has to
enter his details and checkout and the order is placed .The
student can buy second hand used products available on the
website. In the administrator panel the administrator will get
the notification of the order being placed. According to the
availability the administrator will confirm the order. The
administrator can modify the Website. The administrator can
add as well as remove the stationary items from the website.
If the students wants to sell his used stationary items on to the
website the student has to fill the form containing his details
and send request to the administrator about the items . If the
administrator confirms the request the students’ stationary
items will be displayed upon the website.
III. REQUIREMENTS
A.
1)
2)
3)
4)

Hardware Requirements:
Processor: Intel Dual Core
Processor Speed: Minimum 1GHz
RAM: Minimum 512 MB
Hard Disk: Minimum 4GB

B.
1)
2)
3)

Software Requirements:
Operating System: Windows, Android, IOS.
Internet.
Web browser.
IV. USE CASE
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V. CONCLUSION
So finally here we are with a website which is capable of
managing the shops stationary in a very classified manner
gives a flair edge of cleanliness and smoothness of access to
products and tracking the products for profit and also used to
check which product needs to be refilled and it also saves time
and money which are the most important factors to any
organization because it leads to profitable deal as this website
will helps to carry out tasks with ease and thereby it reduces
time and money on manpower and materials.
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